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Larry Drew: 'I don't like the odds' of staying 

By Jeff Schultz

Through this whole bizarre process of interviewing outside coaching candidates while he still had a coach under contract,
Hawks general manager Danny Ferry has maintained there’s still a chance he might bring back Larry Drew.
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Sorry. But the guy whose future is dangling from a string isn’t real confident of that happening. So he’s moving on.

When I asked Drew Friday what he believed the odds were of him being kept by the Hawks after Ferry completes his round
of interviews, Drew responded, “After talking with my adviser on this, he doesn’t like the odds. I don’t like the odds, either.
That’s why I’ve decided to move on with other organizations.”

Drew will begin interviewing for other NBA coaching vacancies, beginning with Milwaukee this weekend.

Smart guy.

I understand that Ferry was up front with Drew about his plans and that’s certainly better than interviewing other candidates
behind his back. Ferry also is allowing Drew to talk to other teams (technically, the coach is under contract through June).
But this is as strange a process as I’ve ever witnessed in pro sports and Drew is wise to take advantage of this time to
pursue his options.

“I have to look at the worst-case scenario,” he said. “Looking at it that way, with them taking the route they’re taking, I’m
grateful that they’re allowing me to pursue other job openings. They didn’t have to do that. This allows me an opportunity to
protect myself.”

Drew acknowledged that “these are unusual circumstances,” but he denied that there was any strain between he and Ferry
as a result of this.

“Realistically, I wasn’t Danny’s hire from Day 1,” he said. “I was Rick Sund’s hire. Danny just kind of inherited me. I totally
respect the position he took. He wants to do his due diligence and make sure I’m the right guy for the job. Really, this whole
year, I was basically interviewing for the job. At end of day, if it happens to evolve back to me, I will be his hire.”

But as Drew said, the odds seem against it.
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•  Braves come home with too many concerns (MyAJC)
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Report Abuse

This just another example of the wacky standard operating procedure of the ASG. LD has proven he can make palatable
chicken salad from Chicken "BEEP". These clowns will hire the Euro on the cheap in the name of being front runners and
trend setters. They'll package it as a hidden gem that no one else saw. Truth told, it'll be a cheap hire because bigger
named, established coaches will NOT come here due to the putrid ownership. The ONLY way it will happen is if the ASG
WAY OVERPAYS - and they won't do that! ASG is still not stable. Established coaches and players know this (either first hand
or from their agents). 

Would it not surprise or please anyone here if there was a sudden announcement that the team is being sold? My guess is
"no".

Posted by Rick_James at 5:58 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Larry if a team hires a new general manager and lets your contract expire shouldnt that tell you something? The Hawks are
making a change for the sake of change.Move on.You'll land on your feet.

Posted by PaulinNH at 8:16 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

I don't know whether the ASG is going to hire a European manager, but they seem to be following the hiring process of some
EPL teams.

Posted by RangeRover at 9:16 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Very unprofessional and, quite frankly, cruel action by Danny Ferry. Imagine having to explain this limbo to your wife and your
children not knowing what to tell the other kids in school whether or no you'll see them next year in school.

I'm not particularly a fan of Drew as a coach but he is a decent and classy man and deserves to be treated as much. Further,
how can Ferry expect to find an elite, well respected coach and attract free top tier agents treating a fellow human being in
this manner?

I damn sure wouldn't want to work for a person like this!

Posted by JSSN at 11:07 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

"Further, how can Ferry expect to find an elite, well respected coach and attract free top tier agents treating a fellow human
being in this manner?"

The same way Louisville and any college feels when the Arthur Blank's of the world swoop in and run their above board job
searches... He he he he...
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Posted by ArnoldZiffel at 11:53 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

ASG remain the biggest ownership laughing stock in professional sports today and maybe of all time. These guys are either
suing themselves, suing their attorneys, or making boneheaded personnel decisions. The Hawks will remain irrelevant in
ATL and the nation as long as these clowns are in charge.

Posted by JeffinRaleigh at 4:28 a.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

I like Ferry's direction with the team, but I don't like the way this situation is being handled at all. Either Drew is the guy for the
future or he's not. 

After being here and working hard and having success, Drew deserves a better process than this. 

Posted by Iluvnutella at 7:54 a.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Memphis and Golden State vs Atl.......discuss.

Posted by DawgNole at 8:07 a.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

JeffinRaleigh at 4:28 a.m. May. 18, 2013
After being here and working hard and having success, Drew deserves a better process than this.
_____________________

Is "having success" a second straight Round 1 exit (under Drew)? Is it failing to make it past Round 2 every year since
beginning play in ATL in 1968 (under many)? 

Hawks fans should aspire to better than that.

Posted by DawgnIT at 10:02 a.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

What happens if Drew accepts another job and DF fails to hire a top target? Do we promote the next assistant currently on
staff?

Posted by B_D at 11:56 a.m. May. 18, 2013
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Report Abuse

Everybody is taking their chances here. From Drew's point of view, I would not like to be sitting in my office knowing that my
boss is interviewing other people for my job and will decide later if I get to keep it because he didn't find anyone he thought
was better. 

Drew should perform his due diligence here as well and interviewing for another job is what he should do. Not wait to see if
he is the person selected, which I think few believe he will be. On the other hand, Danny probably knows he can find
someone he likes better than Drew and probably won't make a decision until after the playoffs. There is a good chance the
coach he wants is on one of the teams. Can't do anything until the playoffs are over.

Posted by HotDawg at 12:37 p.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Hilarious.....gee Coach, what was the first clue?

Posted by HotDawg at 12:39 p.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Bring back Hubie Brown and Mike Fratello (Little Hubie).

Posted by JeffinRaleigh at 4:44 p.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

DawgNole: you and I are talking about two different things. I never said Drew should not be replaced necessarily, I said he
was deserving of a better process than this. 

That said, Drew did about as well with the available talent and roster construction as could be expected, IMO.

Posted by Joelucks1 at 12:10 a.m. May. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Here we go again! Unless you have Lebron, or maybe a Lebron, or guess what, a Lebron, you have to make smart
personnel decisions regarding coaching staff and players. With the ASG, it is not happening. A truly perfect example of doing
things the right way has been the Grizz, brought the pieces in, a coach that didn't take any sh$$, and got every one on same
page. When M. Conley came in the league his claim to fame was being G.Oden team mate, look at him now. Imagine
Teague with the correct coaching. Make me go arghhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.
And BTW, Gearon, one of the ASG, favorite player is/was the Pistol. Nuff said.

Posted by JackPod at 11:28 a.m. May. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Ferry is simply hoping that this tactic will result in Drew finding another job. That way Ferry does not have to deal with the
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issue of having "fired" a Black coach, especially one as capable as Larry Drew. Keep that resume from getting "tainted"
Danny boy.

Posted by DawgNole at 3:24 p.m. May. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

JeffinRaleigh at 4:44 p.m. May. 18, 2013
DawgNole: you and I are talking about two different things. I never said Drew should not be replaced necessarily, I said he
was deserving of a better process than this. 
That said, Drew did about as well with the available talent and roster construction as could be expected, IMO.
_______________

". . . as well as could be expected . . . ." Is that good enough for you. Shouldn't be--especially after 45 years of the same ol'
sh*t.

Nothing wrong with the process as long as Drew is allowed to explore other opportunities--and he is.

Posted by WilSmith at 4:26 p.m. May. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

I've been an Hawks fan since the 1970's and it seems we continually get 'genius' GM's who have to do something that
shows how smart and farsighted they are. From Stan Kasten bringing in Sasha Volkolv (we were among the first teams to
bring in an international player) to Pete Babcock trading our Hall of Famer D. Wilkins (because the other Wilkins could not
coach a superstar and instead wanted a one-year rental on D. Manning) and further screwing up the team by getting the
original 'next-MJ' J.R. Rider through Billy Knight's draft of Candice Parker's husband (I'll bet she can take her hubbie off the
dribble) I've been a Hawks fan (and for a substantial fraction of that time a season ticket holder). If Danny Ferry goes out and
hires either that 'kitty-cat' Stan Van Gundy or the Italian coach then he officially joins the Atlanta GM Hall-of-Shame.

Posted by Floppy at 9:56 p.m. May. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Any body who feels sorry for LD is crazy. He himself understands the situation, don't know why it is viewed as being unfair or
mean by a few on this blog.

Bring on the Italian coach, we need a fresh mind in Atlanta.
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